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Questions for Leadnow
1)

Leadnow’s Ten-Year, $16 Million Dollar Plan

Who provided Leadnow’s seed capital and funded Leadnow during its early years?
According to a draft of Leadnow’s original business plan, prepared in the fall of 2010,
Leadnow had a ten-year horizon and anticipated raising roughly $16 million.1
Leadnow had seed capital to hire Jamie Biggar as executive director, and did not
expect to be financially independent until the fall of 2014.
In a draft version of Leadnow’s
Business Plan from 2010 (shown
at the left), the dollar amounts
are specified as Canadian.
That’s an odd detail unless the
document was written for
readers from outside Canada.
Who was this document initially
prepared for?
Did Ben Brandzel write this
document, or assist in its writing?
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https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/Leadnow-fundraising/1zpZuRPGI7s
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Leadnow’s Draft Budget for 2010 - 2013
Why the designation in Canadian dollars (CAD)?
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https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/Leadnow-fundraising/1zpZuRPGI7s
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2)

Re-Written Donor Policy: Prohibition on “International Funding” REMOVED

As shown below, at some point between October of 2011 and February of 2012,
Leadnow discontinued its policy that prohibited international funding.1,2
Why was this change made at that time?

ORIGINALLY: “We have a strict donor policy that prohibits corporate,
government or international funding.” 3

October
2011

February
2012

February
2012
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3)

Leadnow and The Sisu Institute

In total, how much funding has Leadnow received via the Sisu Institute and/or the
Tides Foundation, and what is the origin of those funds?
In 2015, Tides USA paid US $795,355 to the Sisu Institute, tax returns show. How much
of that, if any, went to Leadnow?
Between 2011 and 2015, the Sisu Institute had total revenue of $4.6 million.
As shown below, in 2013 Tides paid US$ 25,000 for Leadnow, via the Sisu Institute.
As shown, the purpose of these funds was “to generate online campaigning, grassroots
organizing, and public events designed to foster a national conversation about a Canada that is not
driven by tar sands development which will encourage policy reform to protect the climate and the
environment.” 3

A covering letter on a payment found on-line in November of 2013 at this portal: ftp://69-17060-149.static-ip.telepacific.net/
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4)

Accounting Practices For Specific Campaigns

How did Leadnow keep separate the funding of its federal election campaign,
its New Economy campaign, and other campaigns?
Leadnow has said that it runs three types of campaigns: 4
1) Short-term campaigns
2) Long-term campaigns
3) Big Picture Conversations.
One of the Big Picture Campaigns that Leadnow runs is its New Economy Campaign.
According to tax returns and other documents (see the previous page), this campaign
is or has been funded by the Tides Foundation, through the Sisu Institute.
Leadnow says that its federal election campaign was run solely on Canadian funds.

Figure Produced by Leadnow to Illustrate Its Campaign Strategy
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5)

Leadnow’s Voters Initiative Society – Dissolved on September 15, 2015

Why did Leadnow dissolve the Voters Initiative Society right in the middle of the 2015
federal election campaign?
In February of 2013, Leadnow opened a separate organization called the Leadnow
Voters Initiative Society. On August 8, 2015, Leadnow informed the B.C. Register of
Companies that it intended to dissolve that society and on September 24 of 2015,
right in the middle of the federal election campaign, Leadnow did just that.5,6
If Leadnow had run its strategic voting initiative as a separate entity, Leadnow
would have no trouble separating its election spending from its U.S.-funded work.
As a matter of fact, that’s exactly what Leadnow began to do but then Leadnow
discontinued the Voters Initiative Society.
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6)

Companies & Consultants

At least 17 P.R. companies and consultants have provided services to Leadnow.

How were these services paid for?
1. Junxion Strategy, Vancouver, BC/India – developed Leadnow’s brand 7
2. Engaging Networks, Washington, D.C.
o

promoted Leadnow’s 2011 Vote Social campaign on Twitter 8

o

designed Leadnow’s donations page (2012) 9

o

supported Leadnow’s Stop Maxim Coal Campaign 10,11

o

surveys since 2011 12,13,14,15,16,17

3. Wakatara Digital Industries, Australia – built Leadnow’s original website 18,19,20,21,22
4. StratCom, Vancouver, B.C. – generated of a base of 1,800 monthly donors 23
5. NetChange (formerly Communicopia) – Leadnow’s 2011 Vote Social Campaign 24
6. Ethelo, Vancouver, BC – member surveys since 2011 25,26
7. C Street, Toronto, ON - Leadnow’s VoteTogether website 27
8. Popular Change, Vancouver, BC – unspecified 28
9. O’Connell Creative – video for Vote Together, Vote Better & other campaigns 29,30,31
10. ReImagine PR – Tar Sands Campaign & Every Voter Counts (electoral reform) 32,33
11. Van City Studios – Vote Together website 34
12. Lost Metropolis Films, Toronto, ON – Vote Together video(s) 35
13. Affinity Bridge – unspecified 36
14. Suzanne Perkins – editing & writing 37
15. Gen Why Media, Toronto, ON – ReImagine CBC 38
16. Ryan Baillergeon (Grassriots) - video, brand development, web design 39
17. Stina Brosn – unspecified 40
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7)

Popular Change
What services has Popular Change provided to Leadnow?
How were these services paid for?
Leadnow has been listed as a client of Popular Change, a Victoria-based
consulting firm specialized in on-line campaigning. 41 According to its website,
Popular Change does: 42,43,44
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Voter/supporter identification
Strategic area identification
Audience-specific scripting
List-building
Phone polling
Telephone town halls
Fundraising
Campaign & web-site design
Database hosting & management

Tides Canada Foundation, the New Venture Fund, based in Washington, D.C.,
and the Gordon & Betty Moore Foundation, based in San Francisco, have also
been listed as clients of Popular Change but none of these organizations runs any
publicly visible campaigns. Why are these U.S. charitable foundations clients of
Popular Change and does Leadnow benefit from the services that they pay for?45
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Clients of Popular Change
Web-page REMOVED 4

4

http://popularchange.org/clients as of September 14, 2015
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8)

Leadnow & The Online Progressive Engagement Network (OPEN)

a) Leadnow’s international travel – When Leadnow staff travelled to attend OPEN

meetings in New York, London and Australia, who paid Leadnow’s travel costs?

b) Ben Brandzel - When Ben Brandzel came to Canada and spent time with Leadnow
in 2011, was he doing that as part of his job as the CEL’s Director of Strategic
Incubation? Who paid Brandzel’s travel costs? Did Leadnow begin as a project of
the CEL’s Strategic Incubation Program?

c) “Incubated Projects” – As of 2016, the CEL runs fiscally sponsored project,
“incubated projects,” and “other strategic collaborations.”46 Is Leadnow
currently an “incubated project” or a “strategic collaboration” of the CEL?
d) Leadnow staff in Australia’s federal election –In June of 2016, Leadnow staff

travelled to Australia to “advise and demonstrate tactics,” “participating and
troubleshooting” in Australia’s federal election. Who paid Leadnow’s travel costs to
Australia and other expenses? Did OPEN insert itself in Canada’s federal election as
it did in Australia? Did staff from OPEN come to Canada in 2015?

e) Ads produced for the 2015 federal election - OPEN has made reference to hiring

staff to be based in Vancouver, B.C. OPEN also indicated in a job ad that it sought
to hire staff who could produce ads for Leadnow during the course of Canada’s
2015 federal election campaign.47 Did OPEN provide assistance to Leadnow during
the course of Leadnow’s 2015 election activities?

f) Staff Support from OPEN– Ben Brandzel refers to OPEN as “the people behind the

people.” OPEN has at least 30 staff who provide “best-in-class technology, finance,
operations, fundraising and strategic support.” How many of OPEN’s staff, if any,
provide support to Leadnow?

g) OPEN’s activities in Canada – OPEN says that its members “connect virtually

through thousands of messages every month,” and live web seminars.”48 OPEN’s
members “gather physically at regular global and regional summits and through
international staff exchanges.” Over 120 “physical visits” have occurred, OPEN
says. How many of those messages, meeting, summits and staff exchanges
involved Leadnow staff?

h) Services provided by OPEN - OPEN provides its member organizations with “special
access to best-in-class external resources ranging from video production to
management coaching.”49 OPEN also says that its “staff of seasoned campaign
veterans provide expert training and strategic support where appropriate.” Did
OPEN provide these services to Leadnow for its 2015 federal election campaign?

i) Leadnow & OPEN - Why has Leadnow kept so quiet about its involvement with

OPEN and the CEL? Why no mention of the OPEN meetings that Leadnow
attended in New York, London, and Australia? Why no mention of the award from
OPEN that Leadnow was given for helping to defeat the Harper government?
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Top: Leadnow staff attending a meeting with OPEN and the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund in New York, January 10-13, 2013.50,51
Bottom: Leadnow attending an open meeting in Australia where Leadnow
was presented with an award for helping to defeat the Harper government,
January of 2016.
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9)

The 2011 Federal Election
a) Engaging Networks, based in Washington D.C. helped to promote
Leadnow’s campaign during the 2011 federal election, on Twitter.52 How
were these services paid for in 2011, long before Leadnow was financially
autonomous? Did Engaging Networks also provide assistance to Leadnow
during its 2015 election campaign?
b) Communicopia - Jason Mogus co-ordinated Leadnow’s Vote Social
election campaign in 2011. Did Mr. Mogus coordinate this campaign as a
volunteer, or in his capacity as the principal of NetChange (formerly
Communicopia), the Vancouver-based consulting firm? Like Stratcom,
NetChange was created with funds provided by Joel Solomon.
c) Third Party Registration: Why did Leadnow not register as a third party in
Canada’s 2011 federal election?

Tweet from Engaging Networks, Based in Washington, D.C.
April 8, 201153
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10)

The 2015 Federal Election
d) Major Donors - As part of the preparation for its 2015 federal election
campaign, Leadnow advertised to hire staff to develop fundraising
materials for use with “major donors.”54 Who were Leadnow’s “major
donors” for its 2015 federal election campaign?
e) Election Campaign Employees - Leadnow advertised to hire at least five
people for the federal election campaign. With one exception, these jobs
were advertised to be full-time positions for six months.55,56,57,58
o
o
o
o

Social Media Coordinator
Election Campaign Organizer for Winnipeg
Regional, Riding & National Field Organizers (3 positions)
Strategic Communications Consultant (short-term, fall of 2015)

During June of 2014, Leadnow advertised to hire a Digital Developer and in
the spring of 2015, Leadnow advertised to hire a new Executive Director,
specifically for dealing with the challenges of the election campaign period.
How did Leadnow pay the salaries of these employees?
11)

Human Resources Policy, Payscale, Overtime Pay, Etc.

According to a draft document that is published online by Leadnow staff, Leadnow
was developing a Human Resources policy, complete with a pay scale and an
overtime agreement.5 Was this policy work completed? Does Leadnow have a
policy for overtime pay?

5

https://prezi.com/6h3wzuxzpqwz/strategic-priorities/
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12)

Leadnow and The Global Youth Engagement Network Society (NextUp)

What is the relationship between Leadnow and The Global Youth Engagement
Network Society (GYENS)? Why have Leadnow and GYENS had overlapping staff
and board members since the beginning of GYENS in 2006. For example:
o

Lyndsay Poaps, currently Leadnow’s Executive Director, was GYENS’
original board chair. 59,60

o

Eugene Kung, currently Leadnow’s Head of Technology, is GYENS’
current board chair.

Leadnow has also been involved in Nextup. For example, Jamie Biggar has been a
speaker at Nextup events.61
Leadnow and NextUp have been described as “case studies” of the Social Change
Institute (“SCI”). NextUp is a project of the Global Youth Engagement Network
Society (GYENS) and is supported to some extent by Tides Canada Foundation.62,63
The SCI is a program of Hollyhock, a retreat centre that is operated by two Canadian
charitable organizations, Nextwave Foundation and The Leadership Institute. Both of
these charities are partially funded by The Tides Foundation and Tides Canada
Foundation.64 For example, in 2009, Tides paid US$967,468 to purchase shares of
Hollyhock from its previous owners.6 In 2015, Tides Canada paid $52,318 to The
Leadership Institute.
GYENS has had total revenue of $1.6 million (2006-2016) of which 81% was from other
registered charities and “other sources” ($697,729 was from other charities and
$628,371 from “other sources”). Tides Canada partially funded GYENS’s Get Your Vote
On Project in 2011, and funded GYEN again in 2013, and possibly in other years.65
Cara Pike, who said that Leadnow is a case study of the SCI program at Hollyhock,
is a director of both of the registered charities that fund Hollyhock. She is also the
daughter of Drummond Pike, the founder and long-time CEO of Tides. 7,8 As such,
Ms. Pike is well-positioned to know what she was talking about when she said that
both Leadnow and NextUp were case studies of the SCI.

6 Source: U.S. tax returns for The Tides Foundation (2011). According to a B.C. Company Summary for
Hollyhock Farm Ltd., as of the fall of 2010, the directors/officers of Hollyhock Farm Ltd. included
Tzeporah Berman, Ross McMillan (CEO of Tides Canada) and Joel Solomon, among others.
7 http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/basicsearchresulteng.action?k=Nextwave+Foundation&s=registered&p=1&b=true
8 http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/haip/srch/basicsearchresult-eng.action?k=LI++The+Leadership+Institute&s=registered&p=1&b=true
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“Leadnow and NextUp – these were some of the first case studies
when we re-launched SCI four years ago” 9
- Cara Pike

9

http://hollyhocklife.org/social-change-institute-interview-with-cara-pike/
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Figures: Total Revenue & Expenditures For The Global Youth Education
Network Society (Genius/NextUp (2006 – 2015)

Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns of the Global Youth Education Network
Society: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/lstngs/menu-eng.html
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